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Friday    08-17-18    10:30am 

 

This is my reply to a reporter that is currently in the investigation stage of writing a book about 

the events at the Browns. I received an email from her requesting my cooperation to be 

interviewed here at the prison, among other things, without any offer of compensation for my 

cooperation. She claims to be writing the book from a balanced perspective, and has already cut 

a deal/contract with the US Marshal at the time, Stephen Monier, giving him 15% of the book 

revenue for his cooperation/help. 

 

Kristen, 

 

Have we met before?  I remember meeting that weasel Margret Sangor katz, but not you. I do 

remember reading some of your press coverage. You come off to me as a sycophant to the 

government. I really do not trust you. As for that diabolical unprincipled reprobate, Stephen 

Monier, he is a steadfast liar. In your request for my cooperation, you offer me nothing in return. 

Why? Are you a hack too. As for your book, you will not be chomping on the truth with 

Monier's and his cohort' self-serving version of events. His fabrications can only exist in the 

uninformed mind. I was there on June 07, 2007 when his tools of oppression tried to murder me; 

and proceeded to cover-up this fact. I have documents to prove it (as well as video). I was there 

on July 14, 2007 when the enemy's helicopter assaulted a peaceful gathering at the Brown's 

property. I was there on the late evening/early morning of July 28/29, 2007 when that internal 

enemy of his country, Monier, plotted, and sent barbaric mercenaries to the Brown's property to 

indiscriminately discharge their firearms at and about the Brown's home (the Useless Leader 

apparently missed all this news!). I experienced what is passed-off as a "fair" trial by this 
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government. A trial where the government's witnesses have carte blanche to give perjured 

testimony; and the defense is stifled at every instance. I have evidence to back-up what I am 

saying. 

 

We'll all be home soon (thanks to the use of an illegal law the enemy used, that's another story in 

and of itself). Then I plan on writing my own book on this head (and know many capable 

authors/editors to help me see it through), from the victims of an oppressive government point of 

view, not from the oppressor's point of view, as I see your book will be. You cannot print the 

truth in your book, for it would be considered "anti-government" if you did, something your 

worldview would not permit you to do. Your not about the truth as your past news reporting 

establishes. I expect your book to be based on your bold and active ambitions rather than merit. I 

plan on informing my readers of the truth on this matter, unequivocally, highlighting all the lies, 

fabrications and lawlessness of the enemy's government. 

 

Your conception of a "balanced perspective" I believe is not what mine is. I feel as if your book 

will be a slanted version of events skewed to the government's take. Bernie and Joe are good 

people, but they were very minor players with respect to the standoff, trial, etc. I urge my fellow 

patriots not to cooperate with you. You will cherry pick and choose from your interviews of 

patriots what fits into your preconception of what you want your book to portray. Your book will 

probably just be another hit piece to discredit the Browns and I. 

 

For the foregoing I just cannot bring myself to cooperate with someone of your ilk. Take Good 

Care. 


